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Abstract.

Parameters of the post-disruption runaway electron (RE) beam in the low density

background plasma achieved after deuterium injection are investigated in DIII-D. The

spatially resolved RE energy distribution function is measured for the first time during

the RE plateau stage by inverting hard X-ray bremsstrahlung spectra. It has maximum

energy up to 20 MeV and a non-monotonic feature at 5–6 MeV observed only in the

core of the beam supporting the possibility of kinetic instabilities. Results of Fokker-

Plank modelling qualitatively support the formation of the non-monotonic distribution

function. The RE current profile is reconstructed for the first time using the spatially

resolved RE energy distribution. It is found to be more peaked than the pre-disruption

plasma current, with higher internal inductance, suggesting preferential formation of

REs in the core plasma or potentially a radially inward motion of REs. The accessed

relatively low current (180 kA) RE beam is found to be MHD stable, likely due to

its elevated safety factor profile. From this base stable equilibrium, an internal MHD

instability is accessed by ramping up the current. The instability leads to a sawtooth-

like relaxation of the RE current profile, but drives no RE loss. An internal kink mode

proposed as a candidate instability is supported by results of MARS-F modelling.

Electron cyclotron emission (ECE) spectrum measured during the low density RE

plateau is found to be bifurcated, with a break point at ≈ 100 GHz, suggesting resonant

absorption of the ECE at low frequencies.

Keywords: tokamak disruptions, runaway electrons, energy distribution, current profile,

MHD instabilities, electron cyclotron emission
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1. Introduction

Generation of a large post-disruption runaway electron (RE) current poses a serious

threat for present and future high-current tokamaks. Localized loss of a RE beam with

energy up to tens of MeV and a current up to about ten MA can lead to severe melting

and damage of plasma facing components and underlying structures in ITER [1, 2].

Avoidance of RE generation or fast dissipation of rising RE current is considered as

a preferable mitigation scheme for ITER [3]. For example, this could be done via

prediction of a major tokamak disruption and timely injection of a large impurity

amount to significantly increase the plasma collisionality before the RE acceleration and

multiplication take place during the current quench (CQ). Feasibility and reliability of

such a mitigation technique is yet to be proven [3]. Therefore it is important to assume

that a strong RE beam can be generated in ITER and to develop a mitigation scenario

for this case as a second line of defense. This requires detailed investigation into the

physics of the post-disruption RE beam [4,5]. Significant research focus in the last years

was made on the RE beam control [6–9] and the RE beam dissipation via secondary

impurity injection [10–16] and resonant magnetic perturbations [17–20].

In this paper we address the equilibrium structure and magnetohydrodynamic

(MHD) instabilities of the post-disruption RE beam at low plasma density in DIII-D.

Observations of RE beam kinetic instabilities are presented separately in Ref. [21]. These

experimental studies are generally difficult due to poor diagnosis of the internal structure

of the RE beam. For example, evaluating the MHD stability of the RE beam requires

evaluation of the internal current profile, a measurement that has until now been elusive.

Evaluation of the kinetic stability requires evaluation of the distribution function,

another elusive measurement during the intense RE plateau. These issues were recently

overcome through implementation of novel high-flux bremsstrahlung measurements and

operation of RE beams in low density low-Z background plasma. Using these advances

we present measurements of the RE beam energy distribution function in Section 3

and reconstruction of the RE beam current profile in Section 4. Observation and

investigation of an internal MHD instability leading to sawtooth-like redistribution of

the RE current profile but no observable RE loss are given in Section 5. Observations of

a bifurcated electron cyclotron emission spectrum from REs, made possible due to the

low plasma density, are given in Appendix A. Validity of hard X-ray bremsstrahlung

measurements during the RE plateau is discussed in Appendix B.

2. Experimental setup

Disruptions that generate RE beams are reliably triggered in DIII-D using argon killer

pellet injection [22, 23] as shown in Figure 1. Due to significant amount of introduced

argon (a single pellet contains 5 · 1020 atoms, which is 2 times more particles than

the target plasma), the post-disruption plasma is dense and has a large number of

the high-Z impurity. In this work we assess the RE energy and spatial distribution
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Figure 1: Time traces of (a) plasma current Ip, (b) loop voltage Uloop, (c) equatorial line

integrated plasma density 〈nel〉 and (c–right) HXR signal both from confined and lost

REs by the distant detector, (d) electron cyclotron emission at 113.5 GHz and visible

synchrotron emission at 790 nm, (e) ArII spectral line 484.8 nm and Dβ spectral line

486.1 nm. Plasma current during the RE plateau stage is almost entirely carried by

REs.

using measurements of the hard X-ray (HXR) bremsstrahlung radiation from confined

REs (Sections 3 and 4). Dense plasma and abundant high-Z impurity prohibit these

measurements since the power of bremsstrahlung radiation increases as neZ
2. To reduce

the bremsstrahlung flux to a measurable level, the argon impurity is purged from the

post-disruption plasma by a secondary injection of deuterium gas (∼ 1022 molecules)

as shown in Figure 1(c,e). Besides decreasing the amount of the high-Z impurity, this

also decreases the electron density (measured by a CO2-interferometer) nearly to the

noise level and provides the low-collisionality low-resistivity post-disruption background

plasma. This effect was firstly observed in Ref. [15], and though it is not yet understood,

it is hypothesized to be due to complete recombination of the background plasma.

Additionally to being better diagnosed in the HXR range, the low-resistivity plasma

allows a long-lasting RE plateau (>1 s) and a larger variability of applied loop voltage

due to more effective utilization of transformer’s flux. In the series of discharges the loop

voltage was modified (by ramping the Ohmic solenoid) to large positive and negative

values as shown in Figure 1(right) to study the MHD and kinetic stability of the RE

beam. Their analysis is presented in Section 5 and Ref. [21] accordingly.
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Table 1: The list of maximum RE energy measured in tokamaks during the RE plateau

stage.

Tokamak Max ERE [MeV] How diagnosed Refs.

JET 20 Vertical HXR spectrometer [12,30]

DIII-D 20–60 Visible synchrotron camera [28]

ASDEX-U 10 and 25 Neutron and radial HXR spectr. [29, 31]

TEXTOR 25–30 IR sync. camera, scint. probe [32–34]

JT-60U >26 Neutron monitor [35]

Tore Supra 10–15 Neutron monitor [8]

TFTR 13 Tangential HXR spectrometer [36]

3. Energy distribution function of the RE beam

3.1. Motivation

The energy distribution function is one of the most important characteristics of the RE

beam. It provides information about maximum RE energy and major current carriers [2].

The shape of the distribution function can be used to estimate actuators accelerating

and dissipating the RE beam [24, 25]. Local features of the distribution function such

as a ‘bump-on-tail’ are important in the analysis of the beam kinetic stability [26, 27].

Comparison of measured and theoretically calculated distribution functions is a way to

verify models predicting physics of REs in ITER [24].

Experimental measurements of the RE beam energy distribution function are

challenging. A broad range of RE energy and extreme emission fluxes significantly

complicate the diagnosis. In many experiments only the maximum RE energy was

estimated as shown in Table 1. Measurements of trace-level RE populations in low-

density Ohmic plasma discharges in DIII-D was an important achievement but require

model interpretation to be extrapolated to post-disruption conditions [24,25]. Attempts

to reconstruct the RE distribution function during the RE plateau stage in DIII-D

based on measurements by a combination of various diagnostics lacked information in

the range of 0.1–10 MeV [28]. The RE beam energy distribution function measured on

ASDEX-U using the HXR bremsstrahlung radiation mostly provided volumetric and

perpendicular to the RE beam movement measurements due to its radially-oriented

collimated line of sight [29]. As such, no well constrained measurement of the post-

disruption RE distribution function for the most important energies and pitch angles is

found in the literature. Here we present the first such measurement.

In this section we diagnose the RE beam energy distribution function using the

HXR bremsstrahlung radiation from parallel-moving confined REs via a tangential line

of sight in DIII-D. Conditions and limitations of these measurements are described in

detail below.
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3.2. Details of measurements

Measurements of the RE energy distribution function are performed during the RE

plateau stage at a relatively small 180 kA RE current in the low-collisionality background

plasma with a trace amount of high-Z species (Figure 1(left)). These conditions provide

a long-lasting RE beam and reduce the HXR bremsstrahlung flux produced by REs

via scattering on the background plasma which scales as neZ
2. Measurements of the

bremsstrahlung radiation by the Gamma Ray Imager (GRI) allow construction of the

HXR spectra via pulse height analysis (PHA) [37] and following inversion to the RE

energy distribution function [24, 25]. GRI is a novel diagnostic presenting a pin-hole

camera with a 2D-array of gamma detectors imaging the poloidal cross-section of DIII-

D [37,38]. Its lead collimation provides attenuation of non-collimated gammas by 95%.

HXR measurements during the RE plateau regime are challenging even at a small

RE current and a small high-Z impurity content due to still very high bremsstrahlung

flux and saturation of conventional GRI gamma detectors based on BGO crystals. To

overcome this limitation, a novel ultrafast gamma detector consisting of a LYSO crystal

(Lu1.8Y0.2SiO5:Ce) coupled to a Multi-Pixel Photon Counter has been developed and

implemented to the GRI central line of sight [29, 39–42]. This allowed increasing the

time resolution by a factor of 1000x compared to the BGO detectors [37] and achieving

MHz counting capabilities (discussion of the pile-up effect at the high counting rate can

be found in Appendix B). HXR measurements are analyzed in 400 ms after the argon

purge, during the last 800 ms of the RE plateau as shown in Figure 1(a-left).

3.3. Results

The measured HXR spectra and inverted RE spectra calculated for every 20 ms in the

time range 1.9–2.7 s are shown in Figure 2(b,c). The time traces of plasma current,

toroidal electric field and line-integrated plasma density are given in Figure 2(a). It

can be seen that the RE energy spectrum is stationary during the time period 1.9–

2.35 s (change of the ECE signal observed at that time in Figure 1(d) we explain by

the small movement of the RE beam with respect to the mid-plane horizontal view

of the ECE radiometer [43] as can be seen in Figure 4(a,e)). The following shift of

the RE spectra to lower energies is caused by the vertical movement of the RE beam

which displaces the beam with respect to the GRI sight line. This provides the vertical

scan of the beam profile and is discussed in Section 4. The RE spectrum in the core

extends up to 14 MeV and has a non-monotonic feature (bump) at approximately 5–6

MeV in contrast to the monotonically decreasing energy distribution function expected

from the classical Dreicer model with an avalanche term [44,45]. Peaking of the energy

distribution function at low energy (< 100s of keV) corresponding to the bulk electron

population is not captured in the present experiment due to the noise threshold of the

HXR measurements. The bump disappears and the maximum RE energy decreases

down to 4 MeV towards the beam edge. To obtain the temporally resolved spectra with

a low noise, the threshold level is limited to 500 γ/s per energy bin. If the integration
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Figure 2: (a) Time traces of plasma current Ip, toroidal electric field Eφ, line-integrated

plasma density 〈nel〉; (b) HXR and (c) RE spectra measured by the GRI with

uncertainties based on Poisson counting-statistics [25]. Time slices are color-coded.

Since the baseline of measurements by the CO2-interferometer can be affected by the

changing geometry of the vacuum vessel and the plasma density is near the noise level,

density values can be observed below the baseline after 2.4 s when the RE beam is

moved vertically. The tail of the averaged stationary RE spectrum is below the visible

bins because some of initial RE spectra have no corresponding bins above the noise

threshold.

time is increased and the threshold is softened, then HXRs corresponding to REs with

maximum energy up to 20 MeV can be resolved in the core (Figure 3(left)).

3.4. Discussion

The diagnosed energy distribution function of the RE beam has a maximum energy of

20 MeV comparable with the maximum RE energy of 20–30 MeV typically observed in

DIII-D and other tokamaks (Table 1).
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Conservation of the non-monotonic RE spectrum over 450 ms indicates that

acceleration of REs by the toroidal electric field of 0.1–0.2 V/m is likely balancing

against RE dissipating factors which can be estimated as follows.

It is convenient to characterize the collisional damping of REs by the ratio of the

toroidal electric field to the critical electric field required to observe the runaway [46]:

E/Ec = 4πε2
0mec

2E/(nee
3 ln Λ) ≈ 10 Uloop [V]/ne[ 1019 m−3], where ε0 is the vacuum

electric permittivity, me is the electron mass, ln Λ is Coulomb logarithm, ne is the

electron density. If only thermal electrons are taken into account, the collisional damping

is very small for given low density plasma: E/Ec = 40 to 60, while the characteristic

time of RE energy loss via collisions [46] is very large: τcoll = 4πε20m
2c3/(e4ne ln Λ) = 300

to 600 ms. This would lead to acceleration of REs to many tens of MeV. Thus it is

important to include bound electrons into consideration (similar to Ref. [47]), which

in this case are mostly provided by neutral deuterium. This accounting reduces E/Ec
ratio to a reasonable 1–1.5 and τcoll to 7 ms. The significant role of neutral deuterium

on dissipation of the RE current can be directly seen in discharges where the amount of

injected deuterium is scanned. When the deuterium amount increases from 5.5 · 1021 to

1.8 · 1022 molecules, the loop voltage required to sustain the RE current rises from 0.55

to 1.6 V.

The energy damping via synchrotron radiation is small for these plasma parameters.

Its characteristic time τrad = 6πε0m
3
ec

3/(e4B2), where B is the toroidal magnetic field,

is about 160 τcoll. The minimum time required for formation of the bump due to the

synchrotron radiation [48,49]: τbump ≈ 107 (E/Ec − 1)/(B2 ln Λ(Zeff + 1)) ≈ 350 to 500

ms, which is too large to explain the observation of the bump throughout the stationary

spectrum. Zeff used above is the effective charge as defined in Ref. [47], and not to be

confused with a usual thermal plasma Zeff .

Considering other damping factors, we can exclude the effect of the bremsstrahlung

radiation since it is small even compared to the weak synchrotron damping [50]; the orbit

shift effect does not exceed a few cm at such a moderate energy of REs [51]; magnetic

field ripple [52] or RE kinetic instabilities [53] need an additional treatment but are

unlikely to be dominant factors setting the distribution.

It is interesting to note, that despite the conditions of the RE experiments carried

out in the post-disruption plasmas and the low-density Ohmic flattop plasmas (also

known as ‘QRE regime’ [54]) are different, both experiments show similar bumps at

5–6 MeV and 7–8 MeV respectively [24,25]. Though these non-monotonic features can

be addressed to some instrumental effect or insufficient collimation, we do not consider

these as the most likely explanations as discussed in Appendix B. Formation of the bump

in the QRE experiments has been attributed to the interplay between electric field

acceleration, collisional and synchrotron damping, and pitch-angle scattering [24, 25].

Later an important role of kinetic instabilities possibly altering the RE distribution

function has been reported in Ref. [53].
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are color-coded same as in Figure 2. The vertical axis of (d) is expanded. The low-energy

bulk electron population is not resolved in the experiment due to the noise threshold of

HXR measurements shown in Figure 2(b).

3.5. Fokker-Plank modelling

Simple estimates show that formation of the stationary RE distribution function with a

bump can be explained by the balance between acceleration under applied electric field

and damping mostly via collisions with bound electrons.

To verify these results, the RE energy distribution function is modelled using the

solution of the time-dependent relativistic Fokker-Plank equation with E/Ec, τrad/τcoll,

Zeff as input parameters. The equation from Ref. [55] is treated with a collision operator

valid in the near-threshold regime and a secondary source taking into account the finite

energy of interacting REs. Then the HXR distribution function is obtained from the

calculated RE distribution via forward modelling as described in Refs. [24, 25] with a

pitch-angle integrated from 0◦ to 30◦ to be consistent with the angular measurement

range of the GRI.

The modelled RE distribution function is shown in Figure 3(d). It captures the

main features observed in the experiment such as the bump at approximately 5 MeV.

The modelled bump slowly grows while the maximum energy slowly decreases over the

simulated period, which is presumably explained by poorly diagnosed and overestimated

damping factors.

3.6. Conclusion

The energy distribution function of the RE beam obtained via HXR measurements is

found quasi-stationary in the low density plasma with a non-monotonic feature at 5–6

MeV suggesting the presence of free energy to drive kinetic instabilities. Results of the

0D-2V Fokker-Plank modelling reasonably match the observations when the collisional

damping on bound electrons supplied by the neutral deuterium is taken into account.
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4. Current profile of the RE beam

4.1. Motivation

On existing tokamaks, only a small part of the pre-disruption plasma current is converted

into the RE current. However, it was shown that the RE current profile is expected to

be much more peaked than the pre-disruption current based on the modelling of the

plasma current evolution during the disruption [56–58]. This is explained by significant

narrowing of the current channel and increase of on-axis RE current even in excess

of pre-disruption values. According to simulations [59–62], a peaked current profile

can affect the stability of the RE beam and lead to the excitation of low-order MHD

instabilities such as resistive kink and ideal internal kink. A different result is reported

in Ref. [63], where sawtooth oscillations are claimed to be suppressed in the runaway

plasma due to the flattening of the current profile after a single resistive internal kink

mode.

Peaking of the RE current profile has been observed experimentally on JET using

the soft X-ray emission to constrain the current density profile and calculate the safety

factor q profile [64]. Same result has been shown via estimations of the internal

inductance li(3) based on the plasma equilibrium reconstruction [65]. External kink

instabilities leading to large and eventually complete RE loss have been recently studied

for a high-current (1 MA) RE beam in DIII-D [66].

In this section we directly measure the RE current profile by taking moments of

the spatially resolved RE energy distribution function and evaluate its stability via

equilibrium reconstruction with a constrained current density profile.

4.2. Details of measurements

As mentioned in Subsection 3.3, change of the RE spectra seen in Figure 2(c) after

t = 2.35 s and until the final RE loss is caused by the vertical movement of the RE beam

with respect to the GRI sight line, Figure 4(e). Since the minor radius of the beam stays

nearly constant during this movement compared to the spectral change, Figure 4(c),

the RE energy distribution functions, resolved with respect of time, Figure 2(c), can be

mapped to the beam radial coordinate using the distance between the RE beam current

centroid and the GRI sight line, which is also resolved with respect of time, Figure 4(d).

As a result, the radial distribution of the RE current density can be found by taking

the moments of the RE energy distribution functions.

The coordinates of the RE current centroid, minor radius, and the last closed

flux surfaces (LCFSs) shown in Figure 4 are reconstructed using the JFIT code [67].

JFIT calculates the plasma current distribution using constraints by external magnetic

measurements and fitting the distributed-current elements. This provides robust

reconstruction of the plasma current during a disruption and a post-disruption stage.

Validity of the reconstructed geometry is verified based on agreement of JFIT-based

fits with measurements [67] and simulations [68] for halo current dynamics. Commonly
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Figure 4: Time traces of (a) Z and (b) R coordinates of the RE beam current centroid,

(c) minor radius a of the RE beam, (d) distance between the current centroid and

the GRI sight line, (e) LCFS contours. All values are calculated by JFIT. Accuracy

of reconstructions is within a few cm. The same color coding of time slices is used

throughout Figures 2–4.

used magnetic equilibrium reconstruction by EFIT [69], applying solution of the Grad-

Shafranov equation as the constraint, often does not converge for typical disrupted

plasmas in DIII-D due to low signals from the low current equilibria shifted away from

the magnetic axis.

Figure 5(a) shows the raw RE current density profile measured by the GRI during

the vertical scan. It is calculated from the radially mapped energy distribution functions

via integration of the area under the curve. It can be seen that the current profile has

a tail outside the LCFS. This feature can be reasonably explained by the nature of

the bremsstrahlung radiation. The HXR bremsstrahlung is emitted in beam-forwarded

cones based on the RE energy (Figure 5(b)). The lead collimator of the GRI reduces

the uncollimated gamma-flux by 95% but HXRs passed through it can still be measured

above the noise threshold level due to gamma fluxes exceeding MHz counting rate during

the RE beam stage. Parameters of the HXR spectrum measured outside the LCFS

support the hypothesis of an insufficient collimation: the gamma flux changes slowly

(Figure B1(b), t > 2.55 s) and has the maximum energy of 4–5 MeV (Figure 5(a)).

This is in agreement with the lowest attenuation of 4 MeV gammas by lead [70] and

locally largest bremsstrahlung cross-section of 4 MeV gammas at the angles 8◦–20◦

(Figure 5(b)). Simple estimate shows that a mono-energetic 4 MeV RE beam with a

radius of 40 cm would be seen as twice bigger at the distance 140 cm (roughly the

tangent distance between the GRI detector and the DIII-D magnetic axis).

To confirm that the RE current profile measured by the GRI outside the LCFS is an
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Figure 5: (a) (black) Raw RE current density profile and (red) maximum HXR energy

measured by the GRI, (b) dependence of bremsstrahlung cross-section on RE energy,

(c) RE beam imaged by the visible synchrotron camera, (d) Z and R emission intensity

profiles of RE beam by the visible and IR cameras. LCFSs by JFIT and EFIT in (c)

have a discrepancy probably because of a more coarse grid used in JFIT or different

underlying constraints.

artifact of the HXR measurements and to assure that the LCFS reconstructed by JFIT

indeed corresponds to the RE beam minor radius (since the RE beam could be located

within some internal closed magnetic surfaces), we additionally consider measurements

of the beam emission by visible synchrotron and infrared (IR) cameras (Figure 5(c,d)).

Likely the most accurate estimate is provided via observations of bright microscopic

particles of mobilized dust (so-called ‘UFOs’ [71]): a few times cameras recorded the

disintegration of an UFO presumably happened when it hits the RE beam. As seen

in Figure 5(a), the RE beam radii by the JFIT reconstruction and the UFO breakup

well match to each other while the radii obtained from the emission profiles are slightly

bigger. This discrepancy can be explained by the emission reflected from the wall which

is difficult to subtract completely. The radius estimate provided by EFIT is also shown

in Figure 5(a). According to our experience, EFIT can be not accurate in reconstruction

of the RE current centroid but is able to constrain the LCFS when it converges. Based
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(b) q profiles, (c) EFIT flux contours.

on all these observation the radius of the RE beam is taken as 43 cm. The current

density outside of it is considered as the collimation limit and subtracted.

Since the GRI provides measurements along the tangential line of sight, the toroidal

localization of the bremsstrahlung radiation is also important for reconstruction of the

current profile. Considering the radiation from high-energy REs (above 5 MeV), the

total HXR spectrum is localized within a relatively small region about 10 cm along the

line of sight [37]. An effect of pitch-angle scattering of REs to large angles potentially

reducing the toroidal localization of measurements can be ignored for given low-Z

background plasma [28].

Finally, an additional treatment is needed to account for the impurity profile since

the power of bremsstrahlung radiation depends on nZ2. Based on the vanishing emission

of argon spectral lines and the very small thermal electron density, we assume that the

bremsstrahlung radiation is dominantly produced via scattering on neutral deuterium,

thus only dependence on its density has to be considered. Since the density profile of

neutral deuterium is poorly diagnosed, it is estimated taken the pressure profile flat,

while the temperature increases towards the beam center, leading to a hollow density

profile. Cases with a flat temperature profile and parabolic profiles increasing by factors

of 2 and 3 compared to the wall temperature are considered. As shown below, the RE

current profile is peaked even for the flat impurity profile.

4.3. Results and discussion

The toroidal RE current density profile measured by the GRI and normalized to

the full RE current is shown in Figure 6(a). It is in a good agreement with the
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equilibrium reconstruction by EFIT using the GRI measurements as constraints. Similar

reconstructions assuming hollow impurity profiles are also shown in Figure 6(a). The

pre-disruption current profile is obtained using the motional Stark effect measurements

(MSE) as constraints for EFIT.

Since the pre- and post-disruption currents reach different values (full current is

Ip = 1185 kA vs 180 kA respectively) and have different geometry (a = 65 cm vs 43 cm

respectively), their profiles are compared in terms of internal inductance li and safety

factor q. li is a dimensionless parameter which can be used to characterize the peaking

of the current profile: smaller li corresponds to a flatter current profile. q is useful

in estimations of the MHD stability: higher q generally corresponds to a more stable

current profile.

As shown in Figure 6(a), all post-disruption current profiles have li greater by 30–

50% than the pre-disruption current, even the one assuming the flat impurity profile.

All q profiles of the RE current are elevated compared to the pre-disruption current,

reaching at the edge qa = 12 vs qa = 3.6 (Figure 6(b)).

Comparing internal inductance indicates that the low-current RE beam in the low-

resistivity plasma has a more peaked current profile than the pre-disruption plasma.

Present experimental observations agree with the modelling predicting the increase of

the current profile peaking during disruptions [56,57] and with the experimental results

from JET [64, 65]. However, it is important to note that presently RE current profile

cannot not be well-diagnosed via HXR measurements on DIII-D until argon is purged

from the RE beam. Recent simulations claim that peaking of the RE current profile can

happen after the disruption while REs move inward the beam in the presence of a large

fraction of partially ionized high-Z impurities due to the increased convective transport

overcoming the diffusive transport [72]. This suggests we cannot determine when the

RE current profile peaking happens since we cannot separate the profile peaking during

the disruption and the high-Z RE plateau stage.

Analysis of the current profile peaking shows that li itself does not determine the

MHD stability of the RE beam, but has to be considered along with q profile. As found

in the experiment, the RE beam has a more stable q profile despite a greater li than

the pre-disruption current, and no MHD instabilities have been detected driven by the

beam. Recent experiments with a 1 MA RE beam show that much higher RE current

and much lower edge qa are required to drive large-scale MHD instabilities [66].

To deliberately destabilize the RE beam, a large accelerating loop voltage is applied

to ramp up the current as presented in the Section 5.

4.4. Conclusion

The RE current density profile is measured by taking the moments of the spatially

resolved RE energy distribution function. It is found to be more peaked in terms of

internal inductance than the pre-disruption current, but has an elevated q profile and

much greater qa. The peaking of the RE current profile supports the models predicting
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its peaking during the disruption and the high-Z RE plateau stage. No RE-driven MHD

instabilities are observed in the experiment likely due to the relatively small RE current

and high qa.

5. Internal MHD instability of the RE beam

5.1. Motivation

It is commonly believed that a post-disruption runaway plasma has a more peaked

current profile and thus can be prone to the development of current-driven MHD

instabilities. As discussed in Section 4, a more peaked RE current profile is indeed

measured in DIII-D via diagnosis of the HXR bremsstrahlung radiation. However, the

relatively low-current (180 kA) post-disruption RE beam in the low density background

plasma is found to be MHD stable, and is sustained as long as sufficient transformer

flux is provided. RE plateaus lasting up to 1.5 s are routinely observed.

To deliberately destabilize the RE beam large positive and negative loop voltages

are applied as shown in Figure 1(right). The applied voltage with a magnitude of 7.5 V

is comparable with the voltage required for a plasma breakdown and greater by factor

of 4.5 than the voltage required for a steady-state RE beam in the low density plasma.

Two very different RE beam instabilities are observed at positive and negative loop

voltages. The analysis of kinetic instabilities driven at the negative voltage is presented

separately in Ref. [21]. The instability driven by ramping up current at the large positive

voltage is discussed in this Section.

5.2. Observations of RE beam internal instability

When a large positive loop voltage is applied to the RE beam and the current ramps up,

large-scale oscillations can be seen in the signals of electron cyclotron emission (ECE)

and Dα emission as shown in Figure 7(a,b,d). The ECE signal experiences large drops

while the Dα emission shows an opposite behavior with large spikes. This is a clear

picture of a RE beam instability. Closer examination reveals that it is also accompanied

by the spikes of equatorial line integrated plasma density and spikes of HXR emission

from confined REs measured by the GRI as shown in Figure 7(c,e). At the same time,

no RE loss is detected (Figure 7(c)). The RE loss to the tokamak wall is measured

using a distant HXR scintillating plastic detector [73]. This detector is placed in a few

meters from the tokamak and observes volumetric bremsstrahlung emission; interaction

between lost REs and the wall material causes fast increase of its signal. Surprisingly

no clear change of externally measured magnetic signals is observed. Even the poloidal

magnetic signal Bp at the high field side (HFS), which is closest to the RE beam limited

at the inner wall, is small and incoherent as seen in Figure 7(f). Mean frequency of the

observed fluctuations is 230 Hz. Fast changes of plasma signals happen within 300 µs,

while longer ‘recovery’ stages last for 3–6 ms.
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Even more clear signs of the RE beam instability are observed by a fast visible

camera. The camera shows that fluctuations of plasma signals correlate with intense

flashes of visible radiation. These flashes are localized in the core of the RE beam and

their shape changes from solid circles into bright rings with a radius of 10 cm as shown

in Figure 8(top). It can be also seen that sometimes flashes move along the torus with

an approximate speed of 20 km/s (Figure 8(bottom)).

When a positive loop voltage is applied and the RE current rises, the radius of

the RE beam increases and its core moves with respect to the chords of the CO2-

interferometer. As a result, it is found that the bursts of the plasma density are localized.

Moreover, they are co-localized with the radiation flashes as shown in Figure 9(a,b).

The flashes observed by the visible camera are considered to have a non-synchrotron

nature. At first, they have a broadband spectrum: seen by the visible camera (with a

filter at 790 nm), by the IR camera (sensitive to 3–5 µm), and by different spectral

channels of filterscopes (photodiodes with filters selecting Dα, Dβ CI, CII, CIII, HeII

spectral lines [74, 75]). Secondly, these flashes appear to be isotropic since they are

seen by the visible camera that looks tangentially in the RE beam forward direction,

by the IR camera that looks tangentially in the RE beam reverse direction, and by the

filterscopes that have a radial fan of sight lines.
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of the ring-like structure, (bottom) toroidal movement of the radiation flash.
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5.3. Candidate instability

We posit that the observed fluctuations are not caused by RE-driven kinetic instabilities.

For example, Parail-Pogutse instability [26, 76] (also known as ‘fan’ and anomalous

Doppler resonance instability) is often associated with fluctuations of plasma signals

when a suprathermal electron population is present in plasma and it is usually

accompanied by fast pitch-angle scattering of energetic electrons [36, 77–79]. Such an

instability would cause spikes of the ECE signal, bursts of the synchrotron radiation,
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drops of the beam-forwarded HXR bremsstrahlung radiation from confined REs and

possible spikes of the HXR RE loss signal. None of these is observed in the present

experiment. In contrast to Parail-Pogutse instability the measured fluctuations of

plasma signals show the opposite dynamics like a fall of ECE and a rise of beam-

forwarded bremsstrahlung signals.

Excitation of whistler and Alfvénic waves by REs, recently observed in the series of

experiments on DIII-D [21,80–82], is usually diagnosed by clear magnetic fluctuations in

the MHz range. Despite the high-frequency (digitized at 200 MHz) magnetic diagnostic

is enabled in the present experiment, such magnetic fluctuations are not found. Spikes

of the GRI signal, Figure 8(c), are seen in RE spectra as the overall increase of the

RE number, therefore we do not interpret them as evidences of modification of the

RE distribution function due to resonant RE-wave interactions similar to observations

reported in Ref. [21].

Though there is still a chance that these fluctuations can be caused by kinetic

instabilities present in the space not accessible by DIII-D diagnostics, we propose a

core-localized 1/1 MHD instability as a candidate instability which is most reasonably

supported by the available measurements. Its driving mechanism can be as follows.

A large applied loop voltage accelerates the RE beam and can lead to formation

of a peaked current profile. According to simulations of RE beam stability [60, 61], a

peaked current profile can excite internal kink modes which causes the relaxation of

the current profile. Such sawtooth-like redistribution of the RE current can explain

the observed drops of ECE signals, bursts of the broadband radiation and increase of

the local plasma density. The latter is possibly due to the Ohmic drive replacing the

decreasing RE current in the core. Redistribution of the RE current can also explain the

lack of detected RE loss but observed increase of the GRI signal as shown in Figures 7(c)

and 9(c). Finally, excitation of the 1/1 mode in the RE beam core can explain poorly

detectable external magnetic signals.

We would like to note, that the method to reconstruct the RE current density (and

safety factor) profile via the vertical scan of the RE beam, presented in Section 4, has

relatively low time resolution (set by the vertical scan rate), thus it is not applicable

on the timescales of the present experiment. It requires about 200–300 ms to provide

a single profile, while the RE current changes at a rate about 150 kA/100 ms and the

instability is observed every 3–6 ms. Despite no direct measurements of the current

profile are available, signals by the visible camera can be considered as a proxy of profile

peaking: their intensity increases in the core much faster than at the edge as shown in

Figure 9(c).

5.4. MARS-F ideal modelling

To overcome the lack of magnetic signatures measured in the experiment, the excitation

of proposed 1/1 mode is modelled using the MARS-F code [83]. To do this, the RE

current profile measured by the GRI via vertical scan in the discharge 175768 is used to
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Figure 10: (a) q profile of the RE beam calculated by EFIT with current profile

constraints and modified peaked q profile. MARS-F modelling of internal kink modes:

(b) radial displacement and (c) poloidal magnetic field; calculated up to 32 modes,

only visible modes are shown. MARS-F modelling of prompt RE loss under applied

perturbations of poloidal magnetic field: (d) δBp = 0.1 G and (e) δBp = 1 G.

constrain the current profile in EFIT reconstructions of the analyzed discharge 175772.

As a result, EFIT successfully converges and the current profile is obtained before the

current is ramped up. This initial current profile is modified to achieve q0 < 1 (chosen

q0 = 0.8) while the total current Ip is kept constant as shown in Figure 10(a). The

calculated eigenfunctions of n = 1 internal kink clearly show the excitation of a large

1/1 mode as presented in Figure 10(b,c). Despite up to 32 modes are calculated, no

magnetic signal at the edge is found in the simulations, supporting the observed lack of

externally measured magnetic modes.

A prompt (on a µs time scale) RE loss domain is computed assuming n = 1

internal kink mode eigenfunction using a drift orbit model for relativistic test electrons

recently incorporated into the MARS-F code [84]. Almost no RE loss is found when

perturbations of the poloidal magnetic field with a magnitude δBp = 0.1 G are applied

at the HFS inside the DIII-D vessel as shown in Figure 10(d). When even much larger

perturbations are applied with δBp = 1 G, RE loss is significant only for REs with

energy above 30 MeV (Figure 10(e)), which is in contrast to an external kink, usually

increasing loss of low-energy REs. Simulations show that the large 1/1 internal kink

mode creates a stellarator-like magnetic field structure which traps low-energy REs in

the core. Trajectories of high-energy REs are less affected by this trapping effect, but

sensitive to weaker modes in the outer perturbation region, like 2/1 and 3/1 modes,

scattering high-energy REs from the plasma. In summary, these results support the

observations of no RE loss driven by the internal kink in the experiment.
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5.5. Conclusion

Large accelerating loop voltage applied to the RE beam presumably modifies the RE

current profile which leads to the excitation of core-localized MHD instabilities. MARS-

F modelling of the peaked current profile suggests formation of the internal 1/1 kink

mode. These results support previous theoretical finding predicting the possibility of

internal kink modes driven by a peaked RE current profile. We have to note that this

is achieved under deliberately modified experimental conditions usually not observed

during the RE plateau stage, though important conclusions can be made. The RE

beam internal instability at a large edge safety factor causes no RE loss both in the

experiment and in the modelling and thus provides no positive outcome of the internal

kink mode for RE mitigation. On the contrary, MHD unstable RE current profiles are

likely best avoided since large-scale MHD instabilities can lead to minor and eventually

major disruption of the RE beam as discussed in Ref. [66].

6. Summary

The energy distribution function, current density profile, and internal MHD instability

of the post-disruption RE beam in the low-density plasma achieved after the secondary

deuterium injection have been investigated in DIII-D.

The RE energy distribution function has been measured during the RE plateau

stage by inverting the hard X-ray bremsstrahlung spectra. It has the maximum

energy up to 20 MeV and the non-monotonic feature (bump) at 5–6 MeV observed

only in the core supporting the possibility of kinetic instabilities. Conservation of the

distribution function has been found over the whole observation period of 450 ms, which

can be explained by the balance between the small accelerating electric field and the

collisional damping on bound electrons introduced by the deuterium injection. These

observations are consistent with 0D-2V Fokker-Plank modelling of the time-dependent

energy distribution function.

The spatially resolved RE energy distribution function has been obtained for the

first time in the post-disruption conditions via the vertical scan of the RE beam.

The reconstructed RE current profile has been found to be more peaked than the

pre-disruption plasma current, with higher internal inductance, suggesting preferential

formation of REs in the core plasma or potentially a radially inward motion of REs.

Despite the peaked current profile, the relatively low-current (180 kA) RE beam has

been found stable, likely due to its elevated safety factor profile, and it sustains as long

as there is enough transformer flux provided. This scenario, developed to access the RE

current profile measurements, can be used in future to investigate the formation and

evolution of the RE current profile.

The RE beam has been found to be MHD unstable during the current ramp up

under applied large accelerating loop voltage. An internal instability presumably driven

by the peaked current profile and leading to sawtooth-like relaxation events has been
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observed. The MARS-F modelling suggests excitation of the 1/1 internal kink mode

with a vanishing external magnetic component, which could explain the experimental

results. Most importantly, this instability has been found to drive no significant RE

loss, consistent with MARS-F modelling of perturbed RE drift orbits. This indicates

that effect of the mode can be neglected in simulations of the RE dissipation at large

edge safety factor.

Though these results have been obtained under the unusual conditions of the post-

disruption RE plateau such as the low density background plasma and significantly

modified loop voltage they are useful for understanding the RE equilibrium and stability,

and provide new input to verify models predicting the physics of REs in ITER.
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Appendix A. Electron cyclotron emission during RE plateau stage

ECE produced by REs consists of many close-spaced and overlapping harmonics, as

a result it cannot be straightforwardly interpreted and used similar to the ECE from

thermal electrons. Nevertheless, it can still provide insights into the physics of REs via

comparison with models. For example, the shape and the evolution of ECE spectrum

produced by REs in low-density discharges on DIII-D can be explained by simulations if
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kinetic instabilities are taken into account [85]. In this Appendix we present observations

of the bifurcated ECE spectrum measured during the RE plateau stage.

ECE is detected in DIII-D by a heterodyne reflectometer in the range 83.5–

129.5 GHz [43]. For typical plasma parameters, this provides ECE measurements

at the dominant second harmonic X-mode with unambiguous frequency dependence

on the major radius (Figure A1(a)). ECE measurements during the RE plateau

stage are usually non-accessible, since impurity injection used to trigger the disruption

significantly increases the plasma density and leads to the ECE cut-off. The novel

scenario described in Section 2 provides very low density plasma (ne < 5 · 1018 m−3,

fpe < 20 GHz), which allows ECE leaving the plasma as shown in Figure 1(c,d).
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Figure A1: (a) ECE produced by thermal electrons and the ECE range diagnosed in

DIII-D, (b) example of ECE produced by 1 MeV REs, (c) bifurcated ECE measured

during the RE plateau stage at different Bφ.

ECE produced by REs is difficult to interpret since it consists of numerous

overlapping harmonics due to relativistic mass increase fce ∝ (γme)
−1 and depends

on the pitch-angle of REs. An example of emission from mono-energetic 1 MeV REs

is shown in Figure A1(b). The RE ECE spectrum misses the unambiguous fce(R)

dependence and expected to be nearly flat over observed frequencies. Contradicting to

these expectations, the intensity of the ECE spectrum measured during the RE plateau

stage is not flat but increases while the frequency decreases and also has a clear break

point at ≈100 GHz (Figure A1(c)). The break point location depends on the toroidal

magnetic field Bφ and shifts to lower frequencies when Bφ decreases (Figure A1(c)).

This feature of the RE ECE spectrum is presently unclear. Hypothetically, it can be

caused by some resonant damping at the first thermal ECE harmonic, yet a detailed

investigation of its specific mechanism is necessary.

The ECE spectrum shown in Figure A1(c) can be presented by high- and low-

frequency parts separated by the break point. Fluctuations of the ECE signal observed

during the internal kink (Section 5) and frequency chirping (Ref. [21]) instabilities,

both driven by REs, have very different spectral patterns. The internal kink instability

correlates with a crash of the ECE signal over all frequencies, presumably due to
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sawtooth-like relaxation of the current profile (Figure A2(a)). However, the high-

frequency part of the spectrum reduces nearly by the same value, while the low-frequency

part experiences a much larger decrease (Figure A2(b)). The density bursts observed

during the RE current profile relaxation (Figure 9(a,b)) cannot cause noticeable ECE

cut-off and explain this picture, since they increase the plasma frequency only up to 50

GHz. The frequency chirping instabilities correlate with the spikes of ECE emission,

likely due to the fast pitch-angle scattering of REs. However, this sudden increase of

the ECE signal is observed only at low frequencies (Figure A3(b)).

These new experimental observations can provide a valuable input for models

predicting ECE from REs.

Appendix B. HXR measurements during the RE plateau

Pile-up effect

The MHz counting rate is the practical operating limit of the LYSO detector. At

first, the detector underestimates the energy of incident gammas when the gamma

flux approaches to the MHz counting rate [41]. Secondly, it underestimates the

energy of incident gammas when they exceed a few MeV. Both these effects can be

compensated using calibrating curves similar to that presented in Ref. [41]. This requires

measurements of the flux and energy of gammas not affected by other factors such as,

for example, pile-up because it can worsen the energy resolution and discrimination

of single gammas during the pulse height analysis (PHA). Since the PHA is able to

discriminate single pulses if their peaks are separated by more than 35 ns, the fraction

of pulses missed due to the pile-up [86] is about 15% owing the maximum counting
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Figure B1: (a) Raw signal waveform measured by the GRI LYSO detector. (b) Gamma

flux resolved via pulse height analysis. (c) A single gamma pulse measured before

the disruption likely produced by activated materials of DIII-D. (d) Typical picture of

gamma pulses measured during the RE plateau stage at the low pile-up level.

rate of 4.3 MHz measured in the experiment. Though, in case of high peak pile-up

and poor discrimination of single gamma pulses, the gamma flux resolved via PHA can

become completely unreliable and seem to be below this value, as before the D2 puff

in Figure B1(b). Thus, as an additional metric of a low pile-up we use the moving

minimum of the raw LYSO signal as shown in magenta in Figure B1(a). The raw signal

before the RE beam stage mostly presents strong kHz magnetic pickup noise and has

zero pile-up. The raw signal during the RE beam stage consists of the same noise and

numerous gamma pulses. When the pulses strongly pile up, as after the argon pellet

injection, the moving minimum shifts up. When the moving minimum reduces to its

pre-disruption value, as after the argon purge from the plasma, we assume that the

pile-up level becomes small enough to do not lead to completely unreliable PHA results.

A zoom in to the raw signal during that period, Figure B1(d), supports this assumption.

Considering the requirement on the low pile-up level for the reliable operation of the

LYSO detector, its measurements are analyzed and assumed to be valid in 400 ms after

the argon purge, during the last 800 ms of the RE plateau, Figure B1(a).

Collimation effect

The HXR flux, exceeding the MHz counting rate during the RE plateau stage, is

still strong enough to be detected above the noise level when the RE beam is out of

the collimated sight line (after t = 2.55 s, see Figures 4(e,c,d) and B1(b)). As discussed

in detail in Section 4, the insufficient collimation has to be taken into account for

reconstruction of the RE current density profile. However, we assume that this is not

the factor explaining the observed non-monotonic feature. The bump still persists if the
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Figure B2: (a,b) HXR and RE spectra when the HXR spectrum (obtained at t∗ = 2.6

s and t∗ = 2.5 s accordingly) is subtracted. Time slices are color-coded same as in

Figure 2.

HXR spectrum measured at t = 2.6 s (when the beam is out of sight) is subtracted from

all previous HXR spectra and then an inversion to RE spectra takes place, as shown

in Figure B2(a). Moreover, the bump is observed even if the HXR spectrum measured

at t = 2.5 s (when the detector images the edge of the beam, r/a ≈ 0.9) is subtracted,

Figure B2(b).

Instrumental effect

An instrumental effect is not considered as a factor causing the observation of non-

monotonic features in RE plateau and QRE experiments what we justify as follows. At

first, detectors with different crystals (BGO vs LYSO) and different read-out electronics

were used in these experiments. Secondly, the bump is not always observed in the RE

beam experiment: it shifts to lower energy and finally disappears when the part of the

RE beam imaged by the detector changes from the core to the edge, Figure 2(c) (due

to the mentioned earlier vertical movement of the beam which is shown in Figure 4(e)
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and discussed in detail in Section 4). Thirdly, the bump is also not always observed in

the QRE experiment: the bump appears in the course of time when the RE population

becomes more energetic, as shown in Figure 2(f) in Ref. [24].
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